§1. Introduction
Statistical mechanics concentrates on deriving, correcting and extending thermodynamic treatments of multicomponent systems. Passing via different levels of mesoscopic descriptions it builds bridges between more unique and fundamental microscopic laws and the plurality of macroscopic phenomena. In the absence of a well understood nonequilibrium thermodynamics, we can still try to guess from microscopic caricatures some of the essentials of noneequilibrium physics. Triggered by models of chemical kinetics and of molecular biology, people have taken independent interest in stochastic networks and interacting particle systems as described by Markov jump processes. They are now often referred to as mesoscopic systems and one emphasizes, also in their diffusive approximations, the role of fluctuations. After all, today's miniaturization benefits from statistical treatments of transport, dissipation and pattern formation. The control of molecular machines or the manipulation of life processes is therefore also a subject of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. The question is then whether we can learn something about the nature of nonequilibria at least in certain regimes, by the detailed study of these stochastic networks.
Markov jump processes
The reduced description first shows in the restricted choice of states. States refer now e.g. to the positions or spins of indistinguishable particles on the vertices of a graph, but they can also be labeling the chemo-mechanical characteristics of a given molecule, or the various energy levels and their occupations in a quantum system. In our abstract setting we write the states as x, y, . . . ∈ K with K the finite state space. So, for example when we label the occupation of particles on a set Λ, we would have x = (x(i), i ∈ Λ) with x(i) = 0 if there is no particle at site i and x(i) = 1 if there is a particle at site i ∈ Λ.
The dynamics starts at time zero by choosing a state x with probability µ(x). The probability µ describes a possible mixture of systems, or as put traditionally, an ensemble of independent copies in which the state x appears with relative frequency µ(x). The dynamics itself is specified by transition or jump rates W (x, y). They give the probability per unit time to have the transition x → y ̸ = x:
The paths x t , t ≥ 0, are piecewise constant and as a convention we choose them right-continuous so that when there is a jump at time t, then x t is the state at time t and x t − is the state just before. Paths are abbreviated as ω = (x t ) and we start them at time t = 0 and end them at some later time T > 0, possibly very far in the future. The path is thus completely described by giving the jump times t 1 < . . . < t n and the intermediate states t 2 ) , . . . and finally x s = x T for s ∈ [t n , T ). So we can also write ω = (x 0 ; t 1 , x 1 ; t 2 , x 2 ; . . . ; t n , x T ). Not all paths are equally likely because the waiting times t k − t k−1 are exponentially distributed and the actual jump destinations are also most often biased. All of that is determined by the W (x, y) and can be summarized by the formula
to be understood as a probability density on path-space relative to a process with uniform transition rates. For obvious reasons, the exponents λ(x) = ∑ y W (x, y) are called the escape rates.
A more analytic way to describe the jump process is by giving its (backward) generator L; it works on observables, i.e., functions f on K as
It makes contact with the probabilistic description via the formula
where we have introduced the notation ⟨·⟩ µ to denote the averaging over all possible paths, with weights (1 . 1), and averaged over the initial law µ; in (1 . 2) we have chosen µ(y) = 1 when y = x. Formula (1 . 2) thus says that Lf gives the expected rate of change in the observable f . A distribution ρ on K is stationary when ρL = 0, or, ⟨Lf ⟩ ρ = 0 for all observables f . Starting the dynamics from that stationary law ρ defines a time-homogeneous steady state. We need more structure to let it start to correspond to some physical situation.
Local detailed balance
How to choose the transition rates W (x, y) depends of course on the particular purpose, the level of description and on the situation. In many cases it is useful to try the parameterization
where a(x, y) = a(y, x) is symmetric and F (x, y) = −F (y, x) is antisymmetric. As a consequence, the ratio of the rates to their reverses is
and is assumed to make sense whenever W (x, y) > 0. 
which is global detailed balance. Here we deal with nonequilibrium systems: they are driven and do not enjoy (1 . 5); yet, local detailed balance (1 . 4) remains valid as long as we can suppose that every transition amounts to some entropy change in some part of the environment.
The condition of local detailed balance continues to hold and to make sense outside the context of Markov processes. Its status and its derivation depend on the insight that entropy production measures the time-reversal breaking of a coarsegrained physical description. There are derivations 22), 32) starting from a Hamiltonian evolution. Its use in Markov models was emphasized 2), 13) and it basically underlies what is called the fluctuation symmetry for the variable entropy production 18), 20), 21) .
Dynamical activity
The previous paragraph reminds us of the relation between the model and physical descriptions. For local detailed balance, that is in terms of entropy fluxes. The first law of thermodynamics further enters in the identification of energy, heat and work 31) . We should however be prepared to also deal with notions that are perhaps not so visible from irreversible thermodynamics. We then have in mind the notion of dynamical activity, which has similarities with kinetic energy in mechanical systems. Dynamical activity over a pair {x, y} of states counts the number of jumps between x and y. It is a symmetric quantity under exchanging x ↔ y, and hence, when observed over a trajectory, it is unchanged under time-reversal. Its statistics will clearly also depend on the driving forces. When stationary, the mean activity
To consider the expected activity in one specific state, we can look at the escape rate
which of course has stationary mean
We have not elaborated on the symmetric prefactor a(x, y) yet. There is no role for it in (1 . 3). Certainly, it enters the escape rates λ(x) as well as the reachability
For more insight we compare with another parameterization 
Given a time-homogeneous steady state regime with stationary law ρ the plausibility to see a particular value (deviation) for some observable is related to the frequency of its occurrence and obviously, that depends on the way of recording. In our set-up we have the process (x t , t ≥ 0), and we study the empirical statistics
where δ a=x = 1 when a = x and is zero otherwise. Thus, (2 . 1) is the relative frequency to observe x when measuring with time-intervals of length τ > 0, for a duration T . Asking how much that empirical statistics (2 . 1) resembles a given probability law µ, defines a fluctuation functional I τ (µ) via
in the (logarithmic sense) limit T ↑ +∞. The probability in (2 . 2) refers to our description of the nonequilibrium stationary regime. In particular I τ (ρ) = 0. The theory of Donsker and Varadhan 8), 9), 11) gives further variational expressions.
From relative entropy to entropy production
Static fluctuations correspond to τ ≈ T becoming large simultaneously. Then, an infinite time separation between consecutive measurements is imagined and one finds lim
with S(µ | ρ) the relative entropy. In our set-up (finite state spaces and supposing that µ(x) = 0 whenever ρ(x) = 0),
That relative entropy can have a thermodynamic meaning at least when considering a time-reversible dynamics. In our context, that means supposing that the stationary regime is satisfying detailed balance (1 . 5) (and hence, is truly an equilibrium, possibly transient, dynamics). The reason is that the change in time of the relative entropy can then be interpreted as the rate of entropy production, from the following line of identities:
Detailed balance is used to replace ρ(x)/ρ(y) = W (y, x)/W (x, y) and hence
which is always non-negative and measures the expected logarithmic rate of timereversal breaking when the system's state is drawn at time t with law µ t . More generally and also away from detailed balance, for a probability law µ, we define the entropy production rate functional
In words, our process P T µ starts from probability µ and runs for a very short time T ; the process P T µ T θ is its time-reversal. The logarithmic ratio σ(µ) then measures the amount of instantaneous time-reversal breaking. It has been well-documented that σ(µ) can meaningfully be called the entropy production functional 21), 22) . It is again a relative entropy but now on space-time between the original process P T µ and its time-reversal.
Variational characterization
Clearly, the stationary distribution ρ is characterized as the law µ minimizing S(µ | ρ) of (2 . 4) but that does not look too promising as it involves ρ itself... Nevertheless there are cases where this can still be turned into a more constructive characterization, the so-called weak noise regime. Then one shows that the relative entropy is the solution of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation 3), 16), 23) . Here we wish to remark that a variational characterization of the stationary law ρ can be usefully formulated from the occupation statistics but for this we need to turn to dynamical fluctuations.
When τ ↓ 0 is very small in (2 . 1) or (2 . 2), the fluctuations are called dynamical. Then, successive measurements in the steady state have outcomes appearing with frequency
i.e. a standard time-average. The Donsker-Varadhan 11) -theory gives
where for our set-up
The formula can be explicitly evaluated in equilibrium, under (1 . 5), but in general its thermodynamic meaning was only recently visited.
To start, we observe that when µ is the stationary law for the new dynamics with modified rates
which gives an expression for I(µ) when µ is close to the stationary ρ. If moreover, the steady regime is close to equilibrium, in the sense that F in (1 .
3) is almost a difference of energies, F (x, y) = β[U (x) − U (y)] + εB(x, y), then we have
where superscript ε explicitly indicates the distance from equilibrium (detailed balance (1 . 5)) both in µ and in the dynamics. We see the appearance of the entropy production functional σ from (2 . 7). It means that the stationary ρ ε close to equilibrium can be characterized as the law minimizing the entropy production rate σ. How the minimum entropy production principle lies hidden within that dynamical fluctuation theory was only recently discovered 24) . It may come as a surprise since entropy is fundamentally related to time-antisymmetry while the occupation statistics (2 . 1) is time-reversal invariant. In fact, the following general relation holds true:
where T is the activity functional evaluating the expected dynamical activity of Section 1.3;
with W V (x, y) the rates for which the corresponding Markov process has µ as stationary law. Thus, I(µ) is an excess in expected dynamical activity as introduced under Section 1.3. Only close-to-equilibrium do entropy and activity merge. Away, they really become different and both are important.
A McLennan-type formula
Static fluctuations are characterizing the single-time statistics, or, the stationary distribution. However a statistical thermodynamic meaning which unifies the various possibilities is very much lacking. An older characterization of McLennan 25), 29) , was indeed motivated by trying to recognize irreversible thermodynamics in an expression of nonequilibria which remains close to the Gibbs formalism. We briefly give here a generalization.
We look back at formula (1 . 1) for the probability of trajectories. Imagining a reference equilibrium process with stationary equilibrium ρ o , we start both the original nonequilibrium process and the equilibrium process from that same equilibrium ρ o . Write P ρ ≀ for the nonequilibrium path-space distribution over a time interval [0, T ]. That has a density with respect to the corresponding stationary equilibrium process P ≀ with rates W o (x, y) and starting from ρ o , according to (1 . 1):
with action
} As a consequence of local detailed balance (1 . 3), the source term of time-reversal breaking is the variable entropy flux
where the time-reversal is θω = (
We decompose the action A into a time-symmetric and a time-antisymmetric part:
is an exact formula for the nonequilibrium density at time T , in terms of the reference equilibrium dynamics starting at x. As one can check, (2 . 13) gives rise to the McLennan-formula close-to-equilibrium 29) . The reason is again that close to equilibrium the entropic contribution (from S) equals that from the activity T 25) . That very much continues the first insights for relating the McLennan formula to the transient fluctuation theorem 15) . Expanding beyond first order around equilibrium rapidly becomes cumbersome, which is not unnatural because intrinsic nonlocal effects are hard to deal with in the standard Gibbs formalism 26) . §3.
More dynamical fluctuations
The above (2 . 8)-(2 . 9) treated dynamical fluctuations only for the occupation statistics. As was emphasized before 27) there appears a general canonical structure for the dynamical fluctuations when one includes the current-fluctuations as well. We then get joint current-density dynamical statistics with, similar as in (2 . 2), a fluctuation functional I(µ, j) . We enter here a topic which has been visited by many groups before, in particular for hydrodynamic fluctuations 4) and for many specific models of interacting particles 5), 7) ; see the many references also listed in these papers. We just recall here the expression for small dynamical fluctuations 27) .
We consider the rescaled functional I(µ, j) = ε 2 I (2) (v, j) with µ = ρ(1 + εv), j = j + εj with ε measuring the distance from a nonequilibrium. The driving F is kept fixed and both the density and current are expanded around the stationary values ρ respectivelyj. Then, in the stationary regime, the rate function for the joint distribution of time-averaged occupations and currents is
where ∇ + refers to the sum and ∇ − to the difference over the bond of states x, y. We observe that the coupling between the time-symmetric and the time-antisymmetric sectors is proportional to the stationary current and indeed vanishes close to equilibrium when moreoverj = O(ε), and is inversely proportional to the stationary mean dynamical activityτ . Thus, as the ratioj/τ between stationary current and stationary activity goes to zero one enters the close-to-equilibrium regime with its characterization via minimum entropy production principle and McLennan formula, governed by the dissipation. §4. Linear response formula A standard chapter in equilibrium statistical mechanics is the study of response and its relation with the regression of a fluctuation. The same question can be and of course has been asked out of equilibrium, but there is no longer time-reversal symmetry. See 1), 6), 12), 19), 30) and references therein for some recent advances. The absence of detailed balance has two important consequences: (1) Onsager's regression hypothesis with its symmetric link between response and fluctuation appears no longer valid; (2) fluctuations should not be restricted to entropy fluxes accompanying the response. The last point will be realized in a correlation with the dynamical activity, as introduced in (1.3).
The dynamics is perturbed by a change in transition rates W (x, y) → W t (x, y), modeling the addition of an extra potential −h t V to the system:
where the a, b are constants independent of the potential V , cf. 10), 28) When a+b = β, then (1 . 3) holds with
At time t > 0 the expected value of an observable Q deviates from the expectation under the unperturbed dynamics. Linear response theory out-of-equilibrium is about the deviations ⟨Q(t)⟩ h µ − ⟨Q(t)⟩ µ to first order in h, where we abbreviate Q(t) = Q(x t ) for the observable at time t. The generalized susceptibility is R µ QV (t, s) = R(t, s), 0 < s < t, in
The results 10), 28) give an expression for R(t, s) in terms of explicit correlation functions in the unperturbed dynamics: for the perturbation (4 . 1), the response function is equal to
When µ = ρ is the stationary distribution, then the correlation functions like ⟨V (x s )Q(x t )⟩ ρ become functions of t − s, so that the response function (4 . 2) becomes
We can still rewrite that in a more symmetric way:
for Q t = e tL Q. In (4 . 5) some symmetries become visible in the exchange between a and b, see e.g. Proposition 2 in recent work 28) . In equilibrium, i.e., under time-reversal symmetry R(t, s) = R(|t − s|), the two terms in the right-hand side of (4 . 4) coincide to recover (with a + b = β) the standard fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We emphasize that the formulae (4 . 2)-(4 . 3)-(4 . 4) are statistical averages over explicit observables that do not contain the largely unknown nonequilibrium stationary law. Nevertheless the terms involving the observable LV or LQ depend on the transition probabilities, and these are truly model-dependent. In other words and in contrast with the first term in (4 . 3)-(4 . 4) they are not always easily given when confronted with an observation or experiment. It remains true however that LV (x) can in principle be measured independently as function of the state x, by estimating the rate of change
Moreover, there are simpler cases such as when V is a bulk-conserved quantity and then LV is the dissipation. That happens e.g. when V is the total particle number, locally conserved, and where LV (x) would be the expected rate at which particles enter the system from outside when in state x. The most important observation is however that LV (x) measures the linear excess in escape rates by adding the potential V . Indeed, a simple computation to first order in h shows the change in escape rates ∑ That in contrast with the first term in (4 . 4) which is the standard entropic term. These names serve a purpose, as for example in the possible interpretation of the so called effective temperature. The violation of the standard fluctuation-dissipation theorem arises from a splitting between entropic and frenetic effects away from equilibrium -e.g. whether the effective temperature is negative or positive depends on whether the excess in frenesy is bigger or smaller than the excess in entropy flux. The above interpretation in terms of escape rates for jump processes can be generalized in the framework of dynamical fluctuation theory, see again (2 . 10). We refer to 1), 28) for further details.
